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PORTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2013 
Committee 

The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Simon O’Brien) in the chair; Hon Jim Chown (Parliamentary Secretary) 
in charge of the bill. 

Clause 1: Short title — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: I note that the government issued a media release on Friday indicating that the 
Department of Finance would be conducting a review into whether the new port authorities are ready to start 
operations. The media release did not seem to provide a great deal of detail about that review. Before we get into 
a clause-by-clause analysis of this bill, it would be good to get an explanation from the government about the 
exact purpose of that review, the possible outcomes of that review and how it would impact upon the detail of 
this legislation that we are dealing with tonight. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The review that was announced on Friday will provide the government with certainty that 
the late passage of the bill will not impede the amalgamation process. It is certainly intended that the process will 
go ahead. I am sure that the member would be aware that I read in this bill prior to Christmas. We have a time 
line of 1 July this year. When the Ports Legislation Amendment Bill was introduced to Parliament, it was 
expected to be passed by December. It has not been dealt with. Hopefully, it will be passed this evening or in the 
next few days. The transition period of six months for the new regional port authorities’ boards to finalise the 
planning required is part of the review process. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I do not know whether that fully explains the purpose of that review. If that is the only 
explanation we are going to get, we may have to tease it out on a clause-by-clause basis. I make the point that the 
bill was read in very late last year and has not been brought on for debate by the government. With all due 
respect, the government first made the announcement about this legislation in February 2012. We waited 
18 months for the legislation, and it was introduced into the other place five or six weeks before the end of the 
year. We know that the other place has to wait for an extensive period—three weeks or something—before it can 
deal with legislation. I do not know how the government ever expected that this legislation would be passed 
before the end of last year. Unlike some bills in this place, this legislation has not been extensively debated. 
There has been some legitimate debate. It has progressed reasonably quickly from the time the government 
introduced it. My concern is that the government has shown a distinct lack of coordination of its legislative 
program. I still do not know whether the parliamentary secretary has given us a great understanding of its 
potential implications. For instance, I have heard that there have been discussions in regional media about the 
idea that there may be some phased introduction of the amalgamations, which would appear to me to be very 
different from what is being proposed in this bill. I make those points. 

I want to address a couple of the issues that the parliamentary secretary referred to in response to the second 
reading debate that I think are important in understanding the detail of this legislation. One of the big problems 
with the way in which the government is treating ports is that it has changed the focus of them. The focus of the 
ports traditionally has been about trade facilitation. That has always been the goal of ports. It is not based on a 
profit motive. One of the concerns I have is that the intent of a number of the clauses is to continue to facilitate 
that focus of turning the ports into a profit centre of government rather than a facilitator of trade. One of the 
debates that we had was whether the government had already sought to try to turn port authorities into a cash 
cow. During the second reading debate the parliamentary secretary made the comment that the dividend ratio is 
set in policy under legislation—that is, section 84 of the act. That is correct. A bit before that he also said that the 
dividend was 65 per cent. The reality is that when this government came to office, the dividend was 50 per cent. 
This government has increased the dividend from 50 per cent of profits to 65 per cent of profits. If we are to have 
a proper debate in this place, the parliamentary secretary needs to give frank and honest advice to the house and 
not try to mislead and suggest that this government has not increased the dividend on port authorities. The 
increase in dividends from 50 per cent to 65 per cent will have significant implications on the capacity of port 
authorities to do their job. I suspect that one of the purposes of this bill—which will tear into local communities 
and into the services that are provided by port authorities as part of the trade facilitation approach—is to put 
more money into the government’s coffers. 

If members want to look at this from another perspective, I urge them to get out the 2008 budget papers, in 
particular budget paper No 3, which details the expected revenue in dividends, income tax and local government 
payment equivalents, and look at what the government was getting from the port authorities in 2008 and 
compare that with what the government projects to get from the port authorities over the coming years. Members 
need to understand that that money will come out of their local communities, particularly in regional Western 
Australia. That will impact on the ability of people to invest in mines, live exports and grain exports, because 
they will have to pay more for port services. The government’s revenue from dividend and income tax payments 
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has increased significantly over the last couple of years, and the budget papers show a massive trajectory in what 
this government is projecting to reap in dividend and income tax payments over the next four years. Therefore, 
when we pass legislation such as this, we need to be cognisant of the impact of that legislation on the 
community. These costs will make it harder for people to get new developments up and running in regional 
Western Australia. 

As I said earlier, even though we supported the second reading of the bill, if we as the Labor Party cannot get 
some clear understanding from the government during this committee debate about how it intends to manage 
these issues, we will not be supporting the third reading of this bill; and for those members who are inclined to 
support the bill on the third reading, on their own heads be it. We need to get those sorts of commitments from 
the government. The parliamentary secretary tried to suggest that the 65 per cent dividend on port authorities has 
been a longstanding part of this legislation. That is a nonsense. We need to understand the purpose and detail of 
this bill. One of the ways in which we could do that, in my view, is if the government tabled the ports 
governance review that is the basis for this bill. When the former Minister for Transport—the new former failed 
Minister for Transport as opposed to the old former failed Minister for Transport—in the other place was asked 
to table that ports governance review, he indicated that he would go away and look at whether he could table that 
review. When we asked in this place for that review to be tabled, the parliamentary secretary indicated that was 
not possible, because it is part of a cabinet submission. I would be very surprised if it was actually a cabinet 
submission. This was a document that was done as a stand-alone document. It may have informed and been 
referred to in the cabinet submission, and it may have been provided to cabinet members, but I would be very 
surprised if it was actually a cabinet submission. However, even if it was a cabinet submission, there is nothing 
to stop the government from making that document available. Why is that so important? If we can get that 
document, I think this chamber will better understand the purpose and long-term aim of the bill, and it will better 
understand the clauses of the bill. It is very hard to deal with the specific detail of a bill when we do not 
understand fully the intent of the government on those matters. We have been told, and we have had media 
releases that say, that there has been a massive growth in the economy of regional Western Australia over the 
last 10 years, and our port authorities have been part of that growth, but we need to change the port authorities 
because we need to achieve all these other efficiencies. However, it has not been made clear to us how this bill 
will achieve a better outcome for regional Western Australia. It has not been made clear to us how this bill will 
achieve a better outcome for regional ports and for Albany, Esperance, Dampier, Broome and Geraldton. I hope 
that the ports governance review is the document that will explain the detail of that, but we do not have that 
detail before us tonight. That, in my view, makes this debate on the committee stage extremely difficult. The 
government is, once again, showing its complete contempt for this chamber, because it is saying, “Just trust us. 
We are not going to give you the detail and explain why we think this bill will deliver, and how this bill will 
deliver, the outcomes that we want to achieve.” That is fine for the general policy of the bill. However, as we go 
through the detail of the bill, we need to be able to understand those issues. I do not think the government has 
given us any explanation to date of those issues. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): Does the parliamentary secretary wish to respond? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Yes, I have a brief response to a number of the issues raised by the honourable member. 
With regard to the 65 per cent dividend return to the government, I am sure the member is aware that all port 
authorities are independent authorities owned by government and as such are required to pay a dividend. The 
65 per cent dividend return is well below the commercial dividends that commercial enterprises return to their 
shareholders, which average about 80 per cent. So we are well below that parameter. 

With regard to the report, I am not a member of cabinet, as the member would be well aware, but I have no 
doubt that under cabinet confidentiality, that report is a submission and, as such, it is up to cabinet as a whole to 
decide whether to release that document publicly; and, at this stage, cabinet has decided not to release that 
document. In my second reading response, I stated very clearly what the parameters were for port 
amalgamations, and the reason that these port amalgamations will take place not on a port-by-port basis but on a 
regional basis, to enhance port facilities for the betterment of the community of Western Australia. That has all 
been stated very clearly. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am reminded at this point in time of the show The Hollowmen, where they stacked the 
trolley with all the documents so that they could wheel them through the cabinet room and then say, “They have 
been to cabinet, so you cannot have a look at them”. That is what we have here. This is not a review that was 
done in the first instance for cabinet, parliamentary secretary. 

Hon Jim Chown: That is your opinion. Are you a member of this government’s cabinet? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Then the parliamentary secretary should stand up and tell us that it was definitely not 
done for cabinet. 

Hon Jim Chown: I am just saying that is your opinion. 
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The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): Order! Members, we are considering clause 1. It is the custom 
and practice of the Legislative Council, developed over many years, to permit some degree of scope to members 
to canvass the entire bill, but in general terms, without revisiting the central policy of the bill, which is said and 
indeed has been established at the time of the second reading vote. It is important though, particularly when I am 
in the chair, that I am prepared to allow a fairly free-ranging debate over clause 1. I believe that that may well be 
convenient for the Committee of the Whole rather than to have extensive debate over a whole lot of other 
clauses. Nonetheless, I would just remind members that there is a need to relate the debate on clause 1 to the bill 
itself; and, with that in mind, I put the question that clause 1 be agreed to. Hon Ken Travers, do you want the call 
now? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, Mr Deputy Chair; I thought I had the call before you put the question. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): No; actually the parliamentary secretary is about to take the 
call. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If the parliamentary secretary seeks the call, I will defer to him. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Parliamentary secretary, were you wanting the call? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: No. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The parliamentary secretary says that it is my opinion. If I am wrong, stand and confirm 
in this chamber that it was a document that was prepared for cabinet and not a document that was prepared for 
the minister in the first instance. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I have given my opinion. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: There we have it! The parliamentary secretary understands the rules about misleading 
this chamber. He says it is my opinion, but he actually will not define whom the report was done for. It was done 
for the minister. Although the minister may have then referred it to cabinet to inform its members, there is 
nothing to stop the government from releasing it. I think it is because the report has information that would go to 
the detail we are dealing with tonight that the government does not want the people to know what its plans are. I 
think it a very poor way of progressing this bill. Those in government who want to sit on the back bench and be 
treated like mushrooms, go ahead! But the Labor Party will not tolerate it. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: Are you talking about me! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No, I was thinking of a lot more than just Hon Robyn McSweeney! 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: Who? Who else? 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! Hon Ken Travers is trying to address the Chair, yet these unruly interjections are 
distracting him. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: When I finish my comments on the short title, I am more than happy for other members 
to get up and out themselves one by one! 

Hon Liz Behjat: We’re mushrooms; we don’t talk! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Does Hon Liz Behjat not understand the implications of this bill? 

Several members interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Of course she does not. That almost defines her as a mushroom on that basis. 

Several members interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I have two shadow portfolios: agriculture and food, and transport. I want to focus on 
transport tonight, so I will move off agriculture and food for the moment and get back to the transport portfolio. 

Hon Liz Behjat interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! The member is trying to address the ports. We have moved on from the fungal 
aspects. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: I think the other thing that the parliamentary secretary said in his responses earlier 
tonight was very telling. He did not actually address the fact that this government had increased the dividend to 
50 per cent other than to say that, in his opinion, it is below industry dividend policies. It still in my view 
highlights that the government, and that was the point I was making, was not being upfront and honest that it had 
changed the dividend policy to increase the rate. The parliamentary secretary’s comments about the 80 or 85 per 
cent makes me a little nervous that that may be where the government is intending to take this debate. I hope that 
on Thursday the government does not go to the same rate of return for the port authorities as that for some of the 
power and water utilities, although, interestingly, the utilities calculate it on a slightly different basis. 
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The key point is that the government has changed the fundamental focus of port authorities from being trade 
facilitation. It is now about growing the economies of Albany and its hinterlands. It is about growing the 
economies of Bunbury and its hinterlands. It is about growing the economies of Geraldton and its hinterlands. It 
is about growing the economies that sit behind Dampier, Port Hedland and Broome and all those other ports in 
Western Australia. The purpose of the port authorities has traditionally been about doing that and not about 
being a profit centre for government. The government has changed that. And as Peter Costello was saying about 
the deficit tax—this, effectively, could be a kind of deficit tax being paid for by exporters and importers that use 
our port authorities—this is another way the government will strangle the economy of Western Australia because 
ultimately somebody pays for that. When the dividend is increased from 50 per cent to 65 per cent, the amount 
that is retained by the port authority goes from 50 per cent down to 35 per cent. But the cost structure that it has 
and what it spends that dividend on does not change. It retains that amount for its own internal purposes, which 
were generally about expansion and looking at opportunities. It was either spending the dividend in its local 
communities, or looking at opportunities to expand the port and use its own resources to do the capital upgrades. 
Of course under this government, the autonomy of port authorities has been strangled significantly. Basically, 
the way that they now put an addendum to their statements of corporate intent for all intents and purposes 
removes a lot of the autonomy of the so-called independent boards. Of course, none of those things is addressed 
in the detail of this bill. I make those comments and we can deal with them as we go through the bill. 

The other area that I think is worth commenting on in the short title is the issue about the location of the port 
authorities and their head offices. Again, in his response, the parliamentary secretary indicated that no decision 
had been taken about the location of the head office of the new ports; this is yet to be determined. I just want to 
ask again whether or not the parliamentary secretary stands by that comment. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Yes, I certainly stand by that comment; and in response to some of the statements the 
member has made, this bill is about the amalgamation of port authorities. It does not deal with dividends; that is 
a policy issue. 

Hon Ken Travers interjected. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: It is policy issue, and I remind the member that his Labor government actually increased 
the dividend from 30 to 50 per cent; that was a 20 per cent increase when Labor was in government in Western 
Australia. Obviously, the member’s words on the dividend issue are ringing a bit hollow. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If we are two months away from the implementation of the amalgamated ports, and the 
decision on the head office has not been taken, when will it be taken? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I said in my response to the second reading debate that the headquarters of the new 
amalgamated boards is yet to be determined; that will a board determination. In reality, when we have 
amalgamated boards, there is no reason why a board could not actually visit each port as it chooses to conduct its 
business as a board. That will probably be some of the intentions with these amalgamations. Where their 
headquarters will be is yet to be determined. A lot of the port providers actually have their headquarters located 
either at port or elsewhere; that is the modern way of doing business. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I find it extraordinary that those decisions have not been made, and that from the day 
those port authorities come into being there will not be some expectation within government about where those 
port authorities will be located. I understand that boards can travel around the state. The previous Labor cabinet 
regularly visited regional Western Australia. I do not know that we see them as regularly now. 

Hon Peter Collier: Yes, we do. We went down to Esperance. We do them three or four times a year. 

Hon Helen Morton: You just don’t know about them. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If the Leader of the House and his sidekick had listened, I actually said “I do not think 
that we see them as regularly.” 

Hon Helen Morton: Did you have them every month or something? 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): Members, we are considering the Ports Legislation Amendment 
Bill 2013. 

Hon Peter Collier: I understand the member’s indignation, but how much have they been reduced by? Since the 
member seems to have the answers, how much have they been reduced by? 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! Leader of the House, as I have just said, we are considering the Ports 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2013, clause 1, and Hon Ken Travers has the call. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am not going to get distracted. 
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Hon Peter Collier: We won’t distract you. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Please do not. 

Hon Peter Collier: We won’t distract you; just get on with the bill. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am trying to. It was not my major point, Leader of the House. The Leader of the House 
wants to take me off down a rabbit warren—seriously. 

The point I was trying to make, and I clearly touched a sore nerve for members on the other side of the chamber, 
is that there can be visits, but ultimately the head office and the power resides somewhere. Instead of cabinet, 
because that obviously gets members upset on the other side of the chamber, Tourism WA travels around state, 
but its fundamental power base resides at its head office in Perth. There is no doubt that the current structure, in 
which the head office of the Albany Port Authority, the chief executive officer and a large number of the board 
members who meet regularly—they may even meet as the Albany Port Authority from time to time at some 
other location, I do not know—has a focus on the Albany Port and they see and work it on a day-to-day basis. 
Someone living in Albany who has an interest in the port will likely run into the CEO of the Albany Port 
Authority on a day-to-day basis. Someone living in Esperance is likely to run into the CEO of the Esperance Port 
Authority. Someone living in Bunbury is likely to run into the CEO of the Bunbury Port Authority. In terms of 
the policy of the bill, I do not have a problem with the proposal that the Geraldton and Oakajee ports go together. 
It makes sense that the other ports in the Mid West Ports Authority, which are proposed to eventually come into 
operation in future legislation, all come out of Geraldton, because the Useless Loop and Cape Cuvier ports are 
quite remote. Based on the parliamentary secretary’s comments, if his view is indicative of the government’s, I 
am worried that it does not understand the importance of the location of the head office and the CEO for how 
these ports operate. And if the government is unable to give—I am happy to leave these details until we get to 
those clauses, but I just make it as a general point at this stage—the people of Albany and Esperance comfort 
that there will still be a head office, rather than just that the authorities could meet in their towns from time to 
time, my greatest concern is not that the head office for the southern ports will be in Bunbury, but that before 
very long there will be a push to bring it to Perth. I have seen that time and again from government agencies. I 
proposed to bring in some amendments to deal with this issue, but I realised how the government had 
manipulated the legislation for Horizon Power—supposedly having a head office in Karratha and a CEO residing 
in the vicinity of Karratha. If the government could manipulate that process with the Horizon Power legislation 
and there is no indication or willingness that the government would commit to that, then it is likely to try to 
make the same bodgie arrangements to get around the legislative requirements in which for an extended period 
of time I think they had a managing director elect or something who had a long-term contract but never actually 
got appointed formally as the “managing director”. Ultimately, if there is no goodwill, we cannot write the 
clauses into the bill to enable that to happen. 
As well as the location of the head office and the day-to-day operation, I want to highlight—again I am happy to 
go through and tease this out in a bit more detail when we get to the committee stage, sorry, get to the specific 
clause — 
Several government members interjected. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: I like to throw it in just to make sure all the government members are still awake. 
Hon Peter Katsambanis: We are trying hard in spite of your best efforts. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is that the best? 
In the second reading debate, the parliamentary secretary said that the day-to-day management of the ports 
would stay the same, but there is a lot more to that, including whether or not there will be budgets, whether the 
budget for the port authority in terms of local sponsorship, community involvement, purchasing and those sorts 
of things will be in place, and how the government intends to ensure that the local purchasing still occurs and in 
real terms the amount of local sponsorship and engagement programs with the local community stay in place. I 
have not seen anything coming from the government that gives me any comfort on how it intends to ensure that 
local communities continue to get the same treatment from their port authority and engagement at all of those 
levels as they do under the current structure. Or, as the parliamentary secretary indicated earlier, is that where the 
government intends to make savings? The ports can become more corporatised and potentially, maybe one day, 
increase the dividend to 80 per cent of the profit margin. Is that what the government is really about doing, and is 
that why it is not able to give us comfort about how those things will operate? Parliamentary secretary, how does 
the government intend to ensure that local engagement, sponsorship, employment and purchasing of goods and 
services with, say, the Albany port, under this structure, will continue once this bill has passed and the ports are 
amalgamated? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: First let me talk about boards. I think the member is getting a bit confused about boards 
and executive staff. We are talking about the amalgamation of port boards into one entity on a regional basis. A 
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board is a board. The executive staff of each port will be retained in the ports as they are today. The board will 
have a CEO, yes, that will deal with the board and the ports within the area that it is designated. There will be a 
port manager for each individual port. 

Hon Ken Travers: With the same status as their current chief executive officers? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: It cannot be the CEO because we have a CEO of the board, but there will be a port 
manager. 
In regard to local services and local requirements to support the port, it will be ongoing as it is today. Neither I 
nor the government envisage any change to those service requirements from local port communities. It is as 
simple as that. Nothing in the Ports Legislation Amendment Bill 2013 will change the current arrangements, 
other than the board, the CEO and how they operate on a regional basis as opposed to a local basis. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Parliamentary secretary, if nothing is going to change in that regard, how will it improve 
efficiency, reduce red tape and maximise the capacity of the ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The intention of this bill is to optimise the use of port infrastructure and improve 
investment decision-making from a regional perspective as opposed to a local perspective. Hon Ken Travers has 
already stated, and I think we are all aware, that ports are absolutely critical to the commercial wellbeing of 
Western Australia and its community at large. I am sure Hon Ken Travers would support any improvement or 
efficiencies that can be gained at a board level because they will all be reflected down the chain in how ports 
operate. It will enhance corporate governance from a strategic perspective, a risk-management perspective and a 
skills perspective. Today, the skills requirements of commercial enterprises—let us face it, ports are based on 
commercial outputs—are bought and sold and contracted and people come and go on a regular basis. That is 
what this amalgamation is all about. Economies of scale will benefit ports, along with everybody else. 
Economies of scale need to be looked at in regard to the ports’ ability to service their local communities and 
regions. It is as simple as that or as complicated as Hon Ken Travers wants to make it. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, economies of scale are about aggregating up. It is about actually trying to get a 
single contract, so instead of purchasing locally in Esperance or Albany, the purchasing is done centrally. During 
the second reading debate I think it was Hon Colin Holt who suggested that if there had been an amalgamated 
port in place, the decision may have been made to locate the Bunge Ltd facility at Albany port instead of 
Bunbury port. 

Hon Jim Chown: Why? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I do not know! I am telling the parliamentary secretary what Hon Colin Holt said. I am 
with Hon Jim Chown—I do not think it would have been done. I do not think it would have made a single bit of 
difference. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: No, of course it would not, because Albany port did not have the berths available or the 
area available for such a facility. It is as simple as that. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Exactly! I thank the parliamentary secretary for highlighting the nonsense that we get 
from this government. I agree with the parliamentary secretary on this one — 

Hon Jim Chown: You agree with me all the time! What are you — 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, but Hon Jim Chown knows we do not do it too publicly. 

Hon Col Holt: Why do you agree with him? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Because that was a nonsense argument, Hon Col Holt. It is a classic National Party 
argument that the government has made a bad decision that is going to impact on — 

Hon Col Holt: Why do you agree with him? Don’t talk about me; why do you agree with him? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am about to tell Hon Col Holt why I agree with Hon Jim Chown, and then I hope 
Hon Col Holt gets up and explains why he thinks I and Hon Jim Chown are wrong. But the issue is — 

Hon Col Holt: Go and read Hansard—I already did that. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No, the poor decision of government about Bunge was not around the location. The 
nature of the Bunge decision was that Bunge was always going to go to Bunbury; it was never going to go to 
Albany. Any suggestion by the National Party to the contrary is just, in my view, wrong. 

Hon Col Holt: Why do you agree with him? You haven’t said yet. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It was always going to go to Bunbury because that is where the commercial advantage 
for Bunge was over the existing CBH infrastructure. 
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Hon Col Holt: So you agree with the decision? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No! If Hon Col Holt will let me finish, the point I am making is that the bad decision of 
the government was not about agreeing for Bunge to go into Bunbury port; it was that it did not make an 
informed decision based on what the true cost of the decision would be. We will agree on the fact that the 
government has failed to put the investment into the supply chain going into that port. 

Hon Col Holt: So now you agree with me? Are you agreeing with me or with him? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I agree with Hon Col Holt insofar as the government got it wrong in that it has not made 
the investment in the infrastructure. But the problem Hon Colin Holt has is that he will continue to vote with this 
government on a regular basis and support it in making these decisions. Bunge had every right to seek a position 
wherever it wanted to go; what government needed to do before it gave that approval was to work out whose job 
it was to fund the supply chain going in. At the moment, the government has agreed to have Bunge in at Bunbury 
port but it has not funded the upgrades to the supply chain to manage that. The people who will now suffer are 
the people of West Arthur and Collie shires. I was down there last week with the West Arthur shire president — 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): Order, members! As you know, we are on clause 1. We are 
starting to stray into related subject areas but matters that are unrelated to the clauses in this bill. I know you will 
bear that in mind. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I accept that it takes some time to understand this issue and how it all relates to this 
legislation. Fundamentally, at the moment there are two separate ports. Arguments were being put that somehow 
this bill would lead to a different outcome for the location of the Bunge facility; in terms of the Bunge location 
decision, this bill would not have changed it. A good decision-making process by the Barnett government might 
have changed what happened. Whether that would have then resulted in Bunge going into Albany is yet another 
question that would need to be asked. The government needed to say, “We’re going to pay for the supply chain 
that sits behind this decision to upgrade the Bunbury port.” The interesting thing here is whether it is Bunbury 
port or the southern ports authority that will be created by this legislation, I suspect that the attitude of the port 
authority would not change. If members look at questions I asked long before Hon Col Holt got involved in this 
issue, as he always does—when the Labor Party starts to raise issues, the National Party comes running in to try 
to differentiate itself from its Liberal buddies whenever there is a problem in government in regional Western 
Australia — 

Hon Col Holt: When did I get in involved in the issue? Tell me. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Hon Col Holt made comments during the second reading debate — 

Hon Col Holt interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! Members, just so that you can have a moment to compose yourselves, the debate 
is definitely becoming one that is not about how the policy of this bill is implemented, but about whether the 
policy of the bill is right or whether it should be implemented. I rely on numerous and consistent rulings made in 
this chamber over many years when I say that that sort of debate is outside the scope of clause 1. If the 
Committee of the Whole House or any members making up that Committee of the Whole were to decide at this 
point that the bill should not proceed, the defeat of clause 1 is their avenue of recourse. But what we are not 
going to do is have another second reading debate. Conversely, if we want to deal with this matter by members 
looking to fix things they think are wrong about the machinery of the bill and the way it goes about achieving its 
policy, subsequent clauses are the ones we need to pay that level of attention to, as I am sure members would 
appreciate. The question is that clause 1 be agreed to. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: This bill seeks to amalgamate Albany and Bunbury ports — 

Hon Darren West: And Esperance. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: And Esperance, that is correct. But in terms of the detail of how that will impact through 
this bill, let us just stick with Albany and Bunbury at this point in time. During the second reading debate 
Hon Col Holt made the suggestion that the detail of this bill might have resulted in a different outcome of the 
decision to locate the Bunge facility at Albany rather than the Bunbury port. We have had the parliamentary 
secretary—a man who was intricately involved in the decision to get Bunge to Bunbury port—make it very clear 
that this bill would not have had that impact upon the decision. If Hon Col Holt wants the Ports Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2013 to have that sort of impact, we would need to expand the scope of the bill. This is the 
point I was going to make earlier; if Hon Col Holt has a look at the questions I asked some time ago, he will see 
that when the Bunbury port made the decision to agree to Bunge Australia going there, it did not take the supply 
chain into consideration because it did not see that as being within its purview. It saw its job as being solely 
focused on activities at the port; it did not have any interest in the supply chain. If Hon Col Holt wants this bill to 
allow for the port authority to make a different decision on this matter, he would need to expand the scope of the 
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bill—I am not sure how we would do that anymore, under the current standing orders—to require the new, 
amalgamated port authority to have a broader interest than only what happens at the port; it would actually need 
to also look at the supply chain. 

As Hon Col Holt and I both know, the port authority is only one part of the decision-making process; there is 
also the Minister for Transport, who is also responsible for rail and roads, and therefore the supply chain. Under 
the current legislation the port authority reflects on these matters, and will continue to do so even after this 
amending legislation is passed, but it will not ever take them into consideration. The Minister for Transport 
should have taken them into consideration, but did not, so I think it is important during consideration of the short 
title that those issues are made clear and that members clearly understand what this bill will and will not do. The 
suggestion was made during the second reading debate that somehow the bill would allow for an alternative 
decision to be made, and that is wrong. The error was made when the Minister for Transport signed off on the 
legislation without any regard to the impacts on the supply chain. 

I will leave that for now with those comments; I think my colleague Hon Stephen Dawson has some issues to 
raise. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I go back to a comment made by Hon Ken Travers earlier this evening relating to a 
press release on this legislation that was put out on Friday by the Minister for Transport. I fear—maybe it is an 
unfounded fear—that, as a result of that press release, elements of this bill may well become obsolete. The 
minister in his press release said that there would be a review, conducted by an independent panel, to assess the 
readiness of the port authorities to meet the merger deadline. I have a lot of questions about this: who are the 
members of this independent panel? What are the panel’s terms of reference? What is the panel going to actually 
say to the minister about the bill that is before us tonight, and what will be the implications of that? If we pass 
this legislation tonight, will we see further amendments within the next few weeks? 

There is also the issue of the staging of the implementation of the bill. Hon Ken Travers raised these points 
earlier, but I do not think the parliamentary secretary actually addressed them. I would appreciate it if the 
parliamentary secretary took some time to address those points now, so that we can consider the issues relating 
to clause 1 and be confident that we should pass this bill this evening. Again, my questions are: Who is on this 
independent panel? What are the terms of reference? What will the panel have to say about this bill? Can the 
parliamentary secretary give us some confidence that this panel will not recommend things that are currently 
being debated and that it will not, in a few weeks’ time, seek a new bill or amendments, or whatever else? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The government has every intention of this bill coming into operation once it has passed 
through this house. The gateway review unit resides within the Department of Finance, and the review is about 
the implementation of the amalgamation process. The port authorities have already been working towards the 
outcomes of this bill; the review process is virtually an audit to ensure that the port authorities are ready once 
this bill has passed through this house. It is as simple as that. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: Are you in a position to tell us who is actually undertaking that review? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: No, I do not know who the independent board members are. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The other part of my comments relate to the last part of the minister’s press 
release. He said that, if required, implementation may be staged. Can the parliamentary secretary tell us whether 
it is the government’s intention to stage or implement parts of this legislation at different times? When can we 
expect the bill to be implemented? When will it begin? Presumably it will be from 1 July. How long will it take, 
and when will this process finish? I am very unclear about that, in light of the minister’s Friday press release. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): It is possible that these matters of detail belong under clause 2 
and elsewhere, but does the parliamentary secretary wish to respond? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: With regard to Hon Stephen Dawson’s question, the government certainly intends to 
implement this bill for port amalgamations by 1 July. It is not going to be a staggered implementation; as soon as 
the review states that the boards are ready, it will happen. 

Hon Ken Travers: What do they mean by “staged”, then? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I did not write the press release. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I note the Deputy Chair’s point that perhaps some of this stuff should be raised 
under clause 2, but I will keep going for the moment, and he can rule me out of order and I can raise it again 
under clause 2, if he would like. 

I thank the parliamentary secretary for his answer. 

Hon Jim Chown: It could be argued that the staging is actually happening now. 
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The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! Hon Stephen Dawson has the call; if other members enthusiastically want the 
call, they should wait and then seek it. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I appreciate the parliamentary secretary trying to be helpful, but I also obviously 
appreciate the Deputy Chair’s ruling! 

Is the parliamentary secretary in a position to tell us how long this review by the independent panel will take? 
We are now in the first week of May; 1 July is not very far away. Will this be done within the next eight weeks? 
Can we actually be sure that this will start by 1 July? How long will this review take? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: It is an independent review panel; I am not going to pre-empt the time frame with regard to 
that process or the panel’s deliberations. But from a government perspective, we hope that it will make its 
recommendations by 1 July, once this bill has passed through the house. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I put on record that I am concerned that the left hand is not talking to the right 
hand. Why is it that the agency with responsibility for ports does not know about this review, who is on the 
panel, or how long it is going to take? Perhaps I should not be taking up my concern with the parliamentary 
secretary, but I am concerned.  

Hon Ken Travers: He is the only one we can access! 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Hon Ken Travers makes a good point. I am concerned that the agency with 
responsibility for this bill is not being told what is going on or how long the review will take. This brings me 
back to the fact that I am concerned that somehow, because of this review, some things will pop up in a few 
weeks and we may be forced to reconsider some of the stuff in the bill. Would it not make sense to put the bill on 
hold for the moment so that the review can take place and for Parliament to be made aware of what the review 
comes up with, and then, in good conscience, we can be confident that the bill before us is the right piece of 
legislation and will stand the test of time? We can deal with this bill in a couple of months’ time. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I have already responded to a similar question from Hon Ken Travers. The government is 
very confident that this is the correct legislation; in fact, it is certain that the outcomes will benefit the 
community at large that utilises the ports for both imports and exports. I reiterate that the gateway review unit is 
only reviewing the current process, which is already underway, for the implementation of the amalgamation of 
the boards. I assume that that unit is fully aware of the time frame under the legislation and will be making its 
recommendations within that time frame—by 1 July. 

Hon DARREN WEST: I want to touch on a couple of points that are specific to individual ports. Having 
listened to the second reading speech and from reading through the bill, as a reasonable member of Parliament I 
am still at somewhat of a loss to understand the benefit of this legislation to regional ports. The parliamentary 
secretary will be aware that I am hearing conflicting stories about the ports of Esperance, Albany and Bunbury, 
and that concerns me somewhat as well. On the one hand, the parliamentary secretary has said in this place that 
it is business as usual with the ports and there will be no change to the executive of the ports, but he then went on 
to tell us that each of those ports will no longer have a chief executive officer. Clearly, both of those statements 
cannot be correct. 

Hon Jim Chown: Can you explain why, from your perspective? 

Hon DARREN WEST: The parliamentary secretary told us earlier in debate that it would be business as usual 
for the executive of those three ports after the passage of this legislation. 

Hon Jim Chown: Correct. 

Hon DARREN WEST: However, when we discussed the amalgamation of the three boards, the parliamentary 
secretary said there would be only one chief executive officer. So, instead of three CEOs—one based in every 
port—now there will be only one chief executive officer. Is this making sense to the parliamentary secretary so 
far? 

Hon Jim Chown: No. 

Hon DARREN WEST: If there is one CEO for three ports, it is clearly not business as usual in the three ports. 

Hon Jim Chown: Why not?  

Hon DARREN WEST: It is because one is fewer than three! Can the parliamentary secretary tell me how one 
chief executive officer running those three ports will benefit each of those ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I have stated that each port will have a port manager who will deal with day-to-day 
operations. The big-picture scenario in the operation of the ports is carried out by the board. The board is 
supported by the CEO of the particular board who liaises with port managers on a regular basis, if not a daily 
basis, on matters that need to come before the board. That is how the ports operate and how most businesses 
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operate. I am sure that the member is aware that currently each port has a board and a CEO, and the executive of 
that board deals with daily operations in response to the current CEO. The CEO reports to the board and sits in 
on the board’s deliberations. The change is that there will not be a board for each port and the board will meet on 
a regional basis, but there will be an executive operation at individual ports, as there is today, and a port 
manager, as opposed to a CEO for each individual port. 

Hon DARREN WEST: If, as the parliamentary secretary says, there is no change to the way the ports work, he 
should bear in mind that the port at Albany was not built just because it is south of Mount Barker; it was built 
because Albany is an ideal location for a port. Historically, the port has been the central feature of all these 
towns. Similarly, Geraldton port has a good location on the north side of the isthmus that is Point Moore; it is the 
perfect location for a port. Similarly, Bunbury port is in its location, not because it is around the curve from 
Busselton, but because it is an ideal location for a port. These ports are integral to the past, present and future of 
these towns. The parliamentary secretary is saying that nothing will change, but he is also saying that the 
government will reduce the number of boards and have port managers in each port. If there is no change, why 
are we debating this legislation? Why not take it away and stick to business as usual, if indeed there is no 
change? There must be some change for us to be debating this legislation this evening. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I have already put on record in debating clause 1 the intended benefits to the community at 
large and port users. I will not repeat the second reading speech. I recommend to the member that he read the 
second reading speech and listen more carefully to some of the responses I have given this evening. 

Hon DARREN WEST: The question remains: what is the benefit to Esperance from this legislation? 

Hon Jim Chown: My response is still the same. 

Hon DARREN WEST: This is where I need to be brutally frank. I sat through the second reading debate and I 
could sense there was some purpose in what the government was trying to do with this legislation. I listened to 
members opposite and they made some sense. The government’s objective is to save money and have a greater 
return to government. Of course, that will clearly come at a cost to local ports. It is becoming very confusing, 
and the question remains unanswered. I am hearing that the government has brought in this legislation and that it 
is a change, which is why it has brought in the legislation, yet everything will stay the same. Once again, I put it 
to the parliamentary secretary that both of these things cannot occur at the same time. There must be some level 
of benefit in some areas and some level of loss in other areas in each of the ports. For instance, if the port of 
Albany does not have a board that is based in Albany but one that is based in Bunbury, what advantage, if any, is 
there to the community of Albany from this legislation? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: There is no doubt that port operations today are fairly efficient processes and the boards 
have done a fantastic job, but they deal with issues on a port-by-port basis. Western Australia is becoming a very 
busy and big place with imports and exports. I am sure that even Hon Darren West can understand that the 
benefits would be enormous for a board that operates on a regional basis with cross-referenced jurisdiction that 
can look at the big picture and identify efficiency gains at one port that would benefit the community over 
another port for a new enterprise that is coming in. That is what this legislation is about. 

Hon DARREN WEST: I hear that Western Australia’s port trade is increasing—we know that. I hear that 
Western Australia is getting to be a bigger place—we know that. In that set of circumstances in which ports have 
greater turnover and are more profitable and viable from greater economies of scale, why would the government 
not go the other way when it is making changes to legislation and perhaps put in more local decision-making, a 
local executive and more local power into the ports as they grow in value? I could imagine an amalgamation if 
we had the converse and ports were moving backwards and getting smaller, less efficient and having less cargo. I 
point to something the government is interested in, using the analogy of local government. The government sees 
some value in amalgamating local governments that are shrinking in size in order to gain economies of scale and 
a certain level of efficiency. But that is not what we are seeing here. Ports are getting more efficient, having 
greater economies of scale and handling more and more products. This legislation seems to move in the opposite 
way to what the parliamentary secretary is saying. I am still not satisfied that the question to which the 
community of Albany would like an answer has been answered. It is our job to review and scrutinise this 
legislation, and that is what we will do, but the people of Albany would like to know what the benefit of this 
legislation will be for them. If there will be no benefit to the community of Albany and instead it will be 
disadvantaged by this legislation, I am happy for the parliamentary secretary to say so and we can then stop 
debating the benefits or otherwise for the port of Albany. All we are hearing is that the government is going to 
change things, but that everything will stay the same and we should not worry. Of course, both the business and 
broader communities of Albany will have concerns about this change, because the minute they lose their local 
board, the CEO of the port will no longer be in town and accessible to all members of the public and they will 
not have board members in town whom they can call—the board members will be people they do not know 
hundreds of kilometres away. We are not getting answers to these questions. We are asking these questions on 
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behalf of the community. I live a long way from Albany. I want the port to be successful, but the community of 
Albany clearly has great interest in the benefits or disadvantages of this legislation to their local port. I do not see 
why the parliamentary secretary cannot put either the advantages or disadvantages on the record for us. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Liz Behjat): Before I give the parliamentary secretary the call, I note that I 
allowed a bit of leeway in that contribution from Hon Darren West. You are perhaps straying from the debate on 
clause 1 at this time, as you started to ask some questions with regard to policy. Also, you are going into areas 
that come later in the bill; for instance, under proposed schedule 8, “Transitional provisions”. You may be able 
to ask more specific questions when we get to that stage, such as the questions you have been asking now. Does 
the parliamentary secretary want to respond now or later? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Madam Deputy Chair, I seek your guidance; if this is not the right place to ask this 
question, the parliamentary secretary could perhaps tell me where the right place would be. I am trying to get a 
sense of how many staff will be affected by this decision. How many staff are at each of the ports at the moment, 
and does the government intend to have that many staff once the amalgamations take place? Could the 
parliamentary secretary give me those figures now, or could he perhaps point to where in the bill it might be 
more appropriate to ask that question? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I am happy to respond to the honourable member on staffing. Staff numbers will not 
change at individual ports. Obviously, the CEO situation will change as there will be one CEO on a regional 
basis. However, the CEOs will be replaced by a port manager. Obviously, there will be one chief finance officer 
with regard to board operations, but the executive and administration staff of each individual port will remain 
in situ. We need to remember that we are talking about board amalgamations for port operations—we are talking 
about boards, which involve a very small number of people. The biggest losers here are the current board 
members. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Sure; I am aware that the boards will change. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: All contracts that are currently operational in the port, from a staff perspective, will be 
ongoing. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I appreciate that response from the parliamentary secretary. Obviously, I am aware 
that because the boards will be amalgamated, a number of existing board members will not be on a board post 
this decision. I appreciate the parliamentary secretary’s response in relation to staff and the fact that although we 
have three CEOs at the moment for the ports of Esperance, Albany and Bunbury, we will not have three CEOs 
afterwards but we will have local managers. Is the parliamentary secretary able to provide figures for the number 
of staff employed by the port authorities? If not, I presume we will debate this legislation again tomorrow. Will 
the parliamentary secretary be in a position — 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Parliamentary secretary, again I would say that we are straying into areas that are dealt 
with later in the bill, perhaps at proposed schedule 8, “Transitional provisions”, unless the parliamentary 
secretary wants to answer the questions now. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I do not know what the staffing of each individual port authority has to do with this bill. To 
answer the question, I do not have the number of employees at the relevant ports. I think it is an irrelevant 
question. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: With the greatest of respect to the parliamentary secretary, his answer was an 
absolute crock. I do take your guidance, Madam Deputy Chair — 

Withdrawal of Remark 
The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Liz Behjat): I am sorry; I think you need to withdraw that comment. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Crock? I do not think a crock is actually a — 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: I think there is a natural extension of what a crock is. 

Hon Sue Ellery: Which he did not say. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: No, but there is an implication there. 

Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY CHAIR: Excuse me! I will make some rulings from the chair. I do not think that is an 
appropriate term to be used in this chamber. I have made that ruling. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Madam Deputy Chair, I am sorry that you feel that way. I withdraw that comment. 
There was certainly nothing bad meant by it, but I take your point. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: We can debate the definition of the term “crock” at a later time. 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Sure; I am not getting into that now. 

Committee Resumed 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: What I was going to say, as well as expressing my concern for the response I was 
given, is that I take the Deputy Chair’s advice that this is perhaps a point that I can raise later in the debate. I 
think Hon Ken Travers said that it relates to page 23 of the bill. I will ask that question later, because I do think it 
needs to be asked. 

Hon Ken Travers interjected. 
The DEPUTY CHAIR: Do you want to take a seat at the table, Hon Ken Travers? 

Hon Ken Travers: It would probably help to progress the bill! 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Not at this point! No, I do not think so. I am certain that the parliamentary secretary 
will be happy to deal with those matters when we get to them. 

Hon DARREN WEST: On a point of clarification, the parliamentary secretary answered a question by saying 
that in terms of how the legislation will work, the CEOs of the three ports in question—Esperance, Albany and 
Bunbury—will become port managers. Am I right in making that assessment? 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Hon Darren West, I draw your attention to what I previously said—matters relating to 
CEOs and members of staff, as rightly pointed out by Hon Ken Travers, are dealt with on page 23 of the bill. We 
are not quite there yet. We are still on clause 1. If we can progress a bit further, we may get to that point this 
evening and you will get an answer to your question. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Earlier in the debate the parliamentary secretary said that one of the benefits of this 
amalgamation would be economies of scale. Can he identify for me where there is a protection in this bill for 
local staff or contractors in areas such as Esperance, Albany or Bunbury, depending on where the head office 
may go—it does not matter where the head office is—particularly for the southern ports and potentially even 
Dampier and Port Hedland? He says there are economies of scale to be had. Obviously that means aggregating 
up issues. One of those might be aggregating up contracts or the type of work that is done. Is there a protection 
in the bill that ensures that work done by either local staff or local contractors based in towns such as Albany, 
Esperance, Bunbury, Port Hedland and Dampier will continue to be locally sourced rather than aggregated up 
and sourced in some other holistic contract as part of his economies of scale? Is there a protection in the bill that 
ensures that we have the same level of local employment and local purchasing from local contractors once these 
amalgamated ports are approved? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The act does not state where ports can buy or access services, but the government does 
have a Buy Local policy and all ports have to abide by that policy. Not a lot will change. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Let us assume that the head office will be in Albany. If services are sourced from 
Albany and those services are provided to Esperance and Bunbury that are currently provided by local 
contractors, they would still be fulfilling their Buy Local policy. The Esperance and Bunbury contractors then 
lose that work. There is no protection for that under this act or the Buy Local policy. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: My interpretation of “local” is in the immediate area as opposed to being in a regional area, 
which is what the member is saying. A Buy Local policy is, by anybody’s interpretation, one in which something 
is bought locally. I would assume that the definition of the word “local” is “in the near vicinity”. I do not see 
how a service provider in Albany would be considered to be buying local if he became a service provider for the 
Esperance port or Bunbury port. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If the port authority is purchasing from a local Albany supplier and that supplier delivers 
a service in Esperance or Bunbury, they are still conforming with the government’s Buy Local policy. There is 
no protection. The economies of scale that the parliamentary secretary talks about could very quickly mean that 
work that is currently performed either by local directly employed staff, contract staff or contractors to the port 
authority could be amalgamated. That is great for the Albany supplier but it is a very bad deal for the Esperance 
or Bunbury supplier, and local employment will be lost. Vice versa in Karratha; if someone is providing the 
services and is based in Karratha, they are still meeting the Buy Local policy in delivering them to the Port 
Hedland port authority. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I have no hesitation in stating that I am fairly certain that service providers are across 
jurisdictions, even today before we put this bill forward. There is no reason an Albany supplier cannot have a 
workforce in Esperance providing services to the port. I am sure that happens today. It is up to that service 
provider whether he employs locally or elsewhere, as would be happening today. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It will be interesting to see whether the parliamentary secretary’s words survive history. 
I expect that some of those economies of scale will be about aggregating contracts and putting them out. I have 
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absolutely no doubt that one of the things that we will see as a result of the passage of this bill is people 
providing services to port authorities on a fly in, fly out basis in the south west of the state, which will be a new 
phenomenon. It is probably quite common in Port Hedland and Karratha. 

Before we move on, I want to refer again to the press release put out by the Minister for Transport on Friday. It 
said that, if required, implementation may be staged. I am still unclear about what the government means. What 
are we talking about with a staged implementation? Might we proceed with a couple of the port authorities and 
not a couple of the other ones? Might we proceed with the Mid West Ports Authority and the Kimberley Ports 
Authority but not the Pilbara Ports Authority and the Southern Ports Authority, or will we create them all and 
have a twin process of Bunbury, Albany and Esperance continuing while we also have a Southern Ports 
Authority? Where in the bill is that provided for? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I doubt whether all the amalgamations will take place on one given day or in one given 
week. Obviously, the amalgamations of these particular boards into regional areas will be staged. They will not 
all happen within a given time frame. It is logical that the northern part could be established before the southern 
part or Fremantle, for example, but it will happen as soon as possible. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Previously we were advised that the amalgamation was expected to start from July this 
year. Is the parliamentary secretary saying that that is now not the expectation of government, that the 
amalgamation of the port authorities will not occur from 1 July this year and it will roll out over a longer period? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Clause 2 of the bill allows for a staging process. It is intended that this will be 
accomplished by 1 July, at the end of this financial year. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That was unclear. The parliamentary secretary is saying that it will be staged but he 
expects to have it completed by the end of this financial year. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Clause 2 of the bill allows for staging but it is intended that the process be carried out as 
soon as possible. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I understand that. I find the review a bit bizarre. I would have thought that the 
government would have been monitoring and overseeing this process and the preparation for the amalgamations 
from day dot. The original decision was announced in February 2012. I have the press release dated 23 October, 
when the legislation was brought in. It states — 

The staged amalgamations are set to be implemented from July 1, 2014. 

In November last year we were told of the appointment of all the chairs of the future port authorities. The press 
release stated — 

The new authorities are expected to be established by July 1, 2014. 

It was being staged, then it was 1 July. Now the parliamentary secretary is saying it is a staged process. There 
must be a plan for the rolling out of the stages. What is the plan for how we stage it and roll out the different port 
authorities that are being created?  

Hon JIM CHOWN: The review process is a monitoring process to ensure, and to check and confirm, that 
everything is ready to go for 1 July. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: So the government is not planning a staged process. Is it still intending—as long as the 
review says everything is ready—to go from 1 July for all four ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Correct. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 2: Commencement — 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Could the parliamentary secretary outline exactly how the government expects this 
clause to operate? Clearly subclause (1)(b) is part of the process of staged implementation. Could the 
parliamentary secretary explain how subclauses (1) and (2) are intended to operate in terms of the staging of the 
rollout of this bill? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The response is that subclause (1)(c) allows it to be carried out on any proclaimed date, and 
different days may be fixed, with different provisions. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Parliamentary secretary, that is not exactly correct. That is with regard to the rest of the 
act. I will go through it step by step; that is probably the easiest way. Clause 2(1)(a) provides that part 1 of the 
bill—clause 1, “Short title”, and clause 2, “Commencement”—will come into operation on the day on which this 
act receives the royal assent, or assent day. Clause 2(1)(b) provides that the heading to part 2—“Port Authorities 
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Act 1999 amended”—and sections 3, 4(3), 5(1), 7(1), 10, 28(1), 29, 30, 32 and 35 will come into operation on 
the day after assent day. I will go through each of those sections as they are found in the bill. Clause 3 is headed 
“Act amended”, and it states that this part amends the Port Authorities Act 1999. Clause 4(3) provides that in the 
definition of “port”, the words “means the port for which the port authority is established” are to be deleted, and 
it then provides for words to be inserted that will effectively allow for more than one port to be controlled by a 
port authority. 

Clause 5(1) seeks to delete section 4(1) and insert the words, “There are to be the port authorities named in 
column 2 of Schedule 1.” Clause 7(1) seeks to change the number of members on the board. Clause 10 seeks to 
make a very simple change to delete “subsection” and insert “section”. Clause 28(1) seeks to insert a new section 
138, “Government Agreements Act 1979 not affected”, and makes a range of other changes. Clause 29 seeks to 
insert a new section 139A, which sets out the transitional provisions that are carried out under schedule 8. Clause 
30 seeks to delete schedule 1 and insert a new schedule under which the port authorities will continue to be 
named as they are currently. Interestingly, the clauses mentioned in clause 2(1)(b) do not include clause 31, 
which seeks to delete “Bunbury Port Authority” and insert “Southern Ports Authority”, et cetera. Clause 32 deals 
with what constitutes a quorum. Clause 35 seeks to insert schedule 8, “Transitional provisions”. It is interesting 
that clause 35, which starts on page 20 and goes through to page 55, comprises the vast majority of the bill and 
deals with the vast majority of the transitional provisions. What will occur on the day on which all those 
provisions will come into operation? What will be the effect of those provisions when they come into operation 
on the day after royal assent is given? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: All the clauses mentioned by Hon Ken Travers are preparatory clauses with regard to the 
amalgamation being ready to go upon achieving royal assent. Clause 31 allows for staging if the particular 
amalgamation process with regard to the boards that are being amalgamated cannot be put into operation at the 
time. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is it correct that on the day after assent day, the Southern Ports Authority will come into 
operation, and the Bunbury Port Authority will become the Southern Ports Authority, but the Albany and 
Esperance Port Authorities will not at that stage be amalgamated into the Southern Ports Authority? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Under clause 31, amalgamations can take place for the Southern Ports Authority—for 
example, the Mid West Ports Authority or the Pilbara Ports Authority—either collectively at the same time, or 
individually, in a staged process. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The parliamentary secretary did not quite answer my question. On the day after assent, 
we will have a Southern Ports Authority and a Pilbara Ports Authority. However, if clause 31 has not been 
proclaimed as part of that, is it correct that we will not have Albany and Esperance as part of the amalgamated 
southern ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: If I have the member’s question correct, he asked whether, for example, the Albany Port 
Authority will operate at a similar time as the Southern Ports Authority once they are amalgamated. I do not 
quite get the question. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: As I understand the way this bill will operate, at some point the Bunbury Port Authority 
will transition and become the Southern Ports Authority. 

Hon Jim Chown: And will cease to operate. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No; the Bunbury Port Authority will continue to operate and will become the Southern 
Ports Authority and then the assets of the Albany and Esperance Port Authorities will get amalgamated into the 
Southern Ports Authority. That is my understanding of it. In light of the parliamentary secretary’s earlier 
comment, can he confirm that explanation? 

Hon Jim Chown: That is correct. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I thank the parliamentary secretary. What I am trying to understand is whether the 
Bunbury Port Authority will become the Southern Ports Authority on the day that the clauses referred to in 
clause 2(1)(b) come into operation, but at that stage it will not have responsibility for the port of Albany and the 
port of Esperance and in fact they will still be the responsibility of the Albany and Esperance Port Authorities 
respectively. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The answer is no. Bunbury will remain Bunbury until clause 31 is implemented. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If there is no amalgamated port authority, who will use the provisions in clause 35 that 
will come into operation on that day? What is the purpose of clause 35 coming into operation? As we discussed 
earlier, the provisions and requirements outlined in clause 35 are immense. What is the point? Why will that not 
come into operation on the same day as clause 31? 
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Hon JIM CHOWN: Clause 35, which amends schedule 8, allows the minister to appoint the boards. It is a 
process that will ensure that the boards are ready to be operational in the given time frame. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Under clause 35, the minister will be able to appoint a board for the Kimberley, Pilbara, 
Mid West and Southern Ports Authorities, even though at that stage it will not be running an authority per se. 

Hon Jim Chown: Correct. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The issue then is that the new board will have a range of powers to name and take 
decisions. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Yes, and it will have planning powers in the amalgamation process, but not operational 
powers. It still cannot operate a port, for example. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: My understanding is that in certain matters it can issue instructions to the other boards 
on what they can and cannot do and it can take decisions that protect the interests of the future port authority 
against decisions of the existing port authorities; is that correct? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Decisions on the day-to-day operations of the port will be made by the port board, but the 
amalgamated board will have a great deal to do with the process of the amalgamations. If there is any intention 
for the board to make a decision at a local level that will impact on the amalgamated board, it needs to have 
some form of correspondence or at least discussion about that decision. I doubt very much that a responsible 
board would make those sorts of decisions once this process is underway, and it has commenced, as I have 
already stated. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I do not want to get into the detail of this but under clause 43, “Transitional regulations”, 
of proposed new schedule 8, the government could in fact implement regulations that provide that any written 
law does not apply to or in relation to any matter. We can talk about whether that is a Henry VIII clause when 
we get to it, but at this stage of the debate it means that, with certain regulations provided by government, the 
new port authority board could effectively take over the operations of those port authorities before they have 
been formally amalgamated. It would require a regulation, but there is a power under this legislation to allow 
that to occur. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: There is no intention to utilise transitional regulation powers, and there are a number in this 
bill. They will apply only to the mergers and the renaming, and they are intended as a safeguard in case any 
matters are omitted or arise in relation to the mergers. These transitional regulations are commonplace with 
amalgamations of government entities, and a number are in place; for example, the Electricity Corporations Act, 
the Building Services (Registration) Act, the Child Care Services Act, the Co-operatives Act and the Food Act 
have them. 
Hon Ken Travers: And this chamber didn’t like them then and it still doesn’t like them! 
Hon JIM CHOWN: That is how it operates, as the member well knows. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: What I well know is that government members object to Henry VIII clauses only when 
they sit on this side of the chamber. I do not want to get into that issue at this point; we can wait until we get to 
that stage of the bill. At this stage, the government still expects the amalgamations to occur on 1 July. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: That is correct. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 3 put and passed. 
Clause 4: Section 3 amended — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Proposed section 3(1) refers to “port property”. Once the Southern Ports Authority has 
been created, the land and the vested property, or other property held by the port authority, will become the 
property of the new Southern Ports Authority. I think the parliamentary secretary mentioned earlier in the debate 
that he expects the new ports to operate on a strategic region-wide basis. I am sure members who represent the 
Mining and Pastoral Region, which includes the Esperance area, will be well aware that the Esperance Port 
Authority owns a strategic landholding at an area called, I think, the Shark Lake industrial area, if I am not 
mistaken. In fact, as part of its strategic development plans, the authority even changed its name to Esperance 
Ports Sea and Land because the Esperance Port Authority has a vision for land-based activities connected to the 
port in the industrial area at Shark Lake. Of course, operating on a strategic basis, the Southern Ports Authority 
may determine that the best interest of the Southern Ports Authority is a major expansion of the Bunbury mole. 
We know that the Bunbury Port Authority has been very keen, and had to drag the government kicking and 
screaming to the table, to allow the authority to spend its own reserves on studies into the expansion of the 
Bunbury port. Is there any protection for the people of Esperance who have worked hard to realise the vision of 
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Esperance Ports Sea and Land to ensure that the landholding at Shark Lake is maintained and not sold off for the 
greater good of the strategic port to provide capital for the expansion of the Bunbury port under the 
government’s amalgamation bill? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Under the act any major decision by a port authority needs to take place in consultation 
with the minister of the day. I consider the proposal the member has put forward on this matter to require a major 
decision for even the amalgamated port authority. That consultation would have to take place with the minister 
of the day. Port authorities, as do any other boards, have to make reasonable and responsible decisions. It could 
be argued that the sale of this block to enhance the region is an irresponsible decision because it will adversely 
affect the operation of the port in the community. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Equally, the board could say that it can focus on only one thing; it needs to take all its 
capital assets and put them in the one basket and focus on that one expansion, which is the Bunbury port, and the 
best way to do that is to sell the Esperance Port Authority’s assets. A minister could be either asleep at the wheel 
or representing a seat that benefits from the expansion of the Bunbury port, as we saw with the Bunge Ltd 
decision when the minister was asleep at the wheel and did not look at the supply chain. If he did, he decided it 
was in his interest because it would be beneficial to his electorate, which is near the Bunbury port. At the 
moment that could not occur with the Esperance port. I would have thought we should get some sort of 
commitment from the government that the assets owned by the individual ports and all they have accumulated 
over many years of hard work and solid performance cannot be sold off. If the only protection is that the minister 
of the day will stop that, that is not a protection. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: That is the situation today. 

Hon Ken Travers: Esperance Port Authority cannot sell it to benefit the Bunbury Port Authority today. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The current situation is that ministerial approval is required for port authority land to be 
sold. The same will apply under this bill. I have already stated that a responsible port authority with the interests 
in mind of the individual port would need ministerial approval for the sale of this land. Whether it would benefit 
Bunbury or Albany, I do not see how the sale of land other than the actual capital return to the authority for 
improvements elsewhere could benefit. That is a decision for the board. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That is the problem, parliamentary secretary: a significant asset has been built up by the 
Esperance Port Authority. If the Esperance Port Authority sells that land, it may have to give a significant chunk 
of whatever profit is allocated as a result of the sale of that land: 65 per cent will go into the government coffers 
and the authority will keep 35 per cent, which it may be able to put back into expansion at the Esperance port. 
Once this bill is passed, that land can be sold and that money put into the Bunbury port. The parliamentary 
secretary says that can happen today. That cannot happen today. If that land at Esperance is sold today, the only 
place that money can be put back into is the Esperance port or general government coffers. It cannot be put into 
an expansion at Bunbury port. Under this bill it can, and the parliamentary secretary does not seem to have any 
protections to ensure those sorts of assets, or for that matter the assets of the Bunbury Port Authority, could be 
transferred to benefit the Albany and Esperance people. I do not think the people of those towns will see that as a 
good outcome for their communities. I am hearing from the parliamentary secretary that there is protection to 
ensure that those assets can be used only to benefit the ports to which they originally belonged. The government 
is putting them all into one big basket. It is up to the board, acting strategically, to work out how it uses it and 
where it spends it. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: We are talking hypothetically on this matter. The reality is that the Albany Port Authority 
could very well ascertain that this section of land is of no benefit to it and make that sale under ministerial 
approval. Those moneys could well go into consolidated revenue or the port could retain whatever it is required 
to retain other than the 65 per cent return to government. This bill is about regional development. I do not 
believe a responsible board would make decisions that were not beneficial to the individual ports and the region 
as a whole. I think the member is throwing up something that a responsible board would not entertain. If the land 
is beneficial to the port operations at Esperance and the communities that service that board, why would it 
entertain selling it to benefit somewhere else? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Because it sees the strategic interests of the port as better to expand Bunbury. 

I know this will come up later, but why do we have a “potential supplier” when in fact that potential supplier 
definition does not come into operation until the amalgamated ports are created? I cannot understand why the 
definition of “potential supplier” is in the bill when the ports will have been amalgamated by the time this bill 
comes into operation. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The definition of “potential supplier” is in proposed amended section 3 because amended 
section 51 in clause 17 and amended section 60 in clause 19 will use this term once this bill passes through the 
house or as soon as possible. 
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Hon KEN TRAVERS: Sorry, did the parliamentary secretary say “once this bill passes through the house”, 
because this proposed amended section will not come into operation until clause 2(1)(a) and (b) is implemented? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: It is subject to proclamation, and it will be proclaimed as soon as possible. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: But it is not part of clause 2(1)(a) or (b); it is actually one of the ones that has to have its 
own proclamation to come into effect. Is the parliamentary secretary saying that that may come into effect before 
other sections of the act? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Clause 4(1) will be proclaimed at the same time. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 5 to 8 put and passed. 
Clause 9: Section 14A inserted — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: What power do these community consultation committees actually have? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The local consultation committees are, in effect, advisory committees. The only stipulation 
in the Ports Legislation Amendment Bill 2013 is that they need to have a local government representative on 
them. They are there for advisory purposes for the board, but if the advisory committee is unhappy with the 
communication process, it is more than free to address the issues directly to the minister. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That is what I thought—that they are dressed up as being the saviour of the regional 
ports, but in effect they have no power. It is no different from a situation in which if the local council gets 
grumpy with what is going on in the port, it can ring up the minister as well. These are potentially just window-
dressing if the boards do not want to listen to them. In fact, because it comes under section 5 of the act, is it the 
intention of the government that there will actually be a member of the board on the committee? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The answer is no. I would like to say that the advisory committees, or port user groups, that 
currently exist are not legislated for. They operate and I know boards listen to what they have to say, and as I 
said on the Bunge issue in my second reading address, the Bunbury Port Authority stipulated to Bunge that it 
needed to meet with this particular group of people and that the issues they had in regard to possible noise from 
pile-drivers had to be addressed before the authority would give approval for Bunge to build its operation. The 
boards today listen to these advisory committees, and the advisory committees will be, for the first time, 
legislated for under this bill. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If the committees do not have at least one board member, will the only way in which the 
board or the port authority will be aware of the concerns of the committee be by written correspondence from the 
committee via the tabling of the minutes or the like? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The advisory committees are required to make public the minutes of their meetings and the 
issues raised so that the community will be aware of the problems. 

Hon Ken Travers: I am asking about how the board becomes aware. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Of course, the board will take notice of them if the issue is public in that manner. If 
something adverse is happening within the community from a port perspective and it is impacting on the 
community, the board would be obligated to listen and rectify the problem. The communication, I assume, would 
be by formal correspondence, but we know that as with any group of people who are operating in a responsible 
manner, communication takes place in other forms as well. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I would have thought that at the very least the government would want a board member 
as part of these consultation committees, and I wonder why that is not the case. I think I made a comment earlier 
about—I cannot even remember which clause I said—proposed new section 14A going in after proposed 
amended section 13, which is the section that deals with committees of the actual authority. I am interested to 
understand how the government sees proposed new section 14A(2) as it will appear in the final act, which 
reads — 

Without limiting section 13, a port authority must, under that section, establish a committee for the port 
for the purpose of promoting and facilitating communication, information sharing and consultation 
between the port authority and members of the public who are or may be affected by port operations. 

It is interesting that the parliamentary secretary says that it does not have to have a board member on it, because 
when I first read that, my impression was that because it is related to proposed amended section 13, which deals 
with the committees of the board, that would in fact require at least one board member to sit on the community 
consultation committee, so I am surprised. I am glad I have clarified that the government’s intention is not the 
interrelation between proposed amended section 13 and proposed new section 14A. 
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There is another issue that I want to clarify. Do the words “Without limiting section 13” mean that consultation 
committees will also be required to comply with any direction or requirement of the board? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: No. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: So why do we need the wording “Without limiting section 13”? I actually think that 
brings in section 13, which means that the board can direct a consultation committee under proposed new section 
14A. I would have thought that anyone reading that would understand that its inclusion means that the 
government is indicating that it intends the two sections to be linked. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Section 13(2) applies to the board appointing a committee within the realms of its 
responsibilities; it does not actually apply to the community advisory committee. Any board can have a 
subcommittee to look into the questions that it requires answers to, and can make appointments accordingly. 
That is what that particular clause is about. It is not about the advisory committee. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If the community consultation committees established under proposed new section 14A 
have no relationship to the board committees established under section 13, why do we need the words “Without 
limiting section 13” in proposed new section 14A(2)? 

Progress reported and leave granted to sit again, on motion by Hon Jim Chown (Parliamentary 
Secretary). 
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